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Introduction to Arrays:

An array in C is a collection of elements of the same data type, stored in contiguous memory
locations. It allows you to store and manipulate a fixed-size sequence of values.

Declaring an Array:

To declare an array, you need to specify the data type of its elements and its size. The
general syntax for declaring an array is:

data_type array_name[size];

For example, to declare an integer array with 5 elements, you can use:

int numbers[5];

Initializing an Array:

You can initialize an array at the time of declaration using an initializer list. The number of
values in the initializer list must match the size of the array.

Here’s an example:

int numbers[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
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This initializes an integer array with 5 elements and assigns the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to the
respective elements.

Accessing Array Elements:

You can access individual elements of an array using their index. Array indices start from 0
and go up to size-1.

For example, to access the second element of the array “numbers”, you can use:

int secondElement = numbers[1];

Modifying Array Elements:

You can modify the value of an array element by assigning a new value to it. For example, to
change the third element of the array “numbers” to 10, you can use:

numbers[2] = 10;

Iterating over Array Elements:

To access all elements of an array, you can use loops. The most common loop used for
iterating over an array is the “for” loop.
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Here’s an example that prints all the elements of the array “numbers”:

for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
    printf("%d ", numbers[i]);
}

Array Size:

To determine the size of an array, you can use the “sizeof” operator. For example, to get the
size of the array “numbers”, you can use:

int size = sizeof(numbers) / sizeof(numbers[0]);

This calculates the total size of the array in bytes and divides it by the size of a single
element to get the number of elements.

Arrays as Function Parameters:

You can pass arrays to functions in C. When passing an array to a function, you typically need
to pass its size as well.

Here’s an example function that calculates the sum of elements in an integer array:

int calculate_sum(int arr[], int size) {
    int sum = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
        sum += arr[i];
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    }
    return sum;
}

To call this function with the “numbers” array, you can use:

int sum = calculate_sum(numbers, size);

These are the basics of working with arrays in C programming.

Practice Problems on Array:

Problem 1: Guess the Output

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int arr[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
    printf("%d\n", arr[2]);
    return 0;
}

Explanation:
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This program declares an integer array arr with 5 elements: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Each element of
the array is initialized with a specific value.

The printf function is then used to print the value of arr[2]. Array indexing in C starts from 0,
so arr[2] refers to the element at index 2, which is the third element of the array (with a
value of 3).

Problem 2: Guess the Output

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int arr[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
    printf("%d\n", arr[5]);
    return 0;
}

Problem 3: Guess the Output

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int arr[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
    arr[2] = 7;
    printf("%d\n", arr[2]);
    return 0;
}
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Problem 4: Guess the Output

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int arr[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
    for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
        printf("%d ", arr[i]);
    }
    return 0;
}

Problem 5:

Calculate the sum of all elements in an array.

#include <stdio.h>

int calculate_sum(int arr[], int size) {
    int sum = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
        sum += arr[i];
    }
    return sum;
}

int main() {
    int arr[] = {5, 9, 3, 1, 8};
    int size = sizeof(arr) / sizeof(arr[0]);
    int sum = calculate_sum(arr, size);
    printf("Sum of all elements in the array: %d\n", sum);
    return 0;
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}

Output:

Sum of all elements in the array: 26

Problem 6:

Find the maximum element in an array.

#include <stdio.h>

int find_max_element(int arr[], int size) {
    int max_element = arr[0];
    for (int i = 1; i < size; i++) {
        if (arr[i] > max_element) {
            max_element = arr[i];
        }
    }
    return max_element;
}

int main() {
    int arr[] = {5, 9, 3, 1, 8};
    int size = sizeof(arr) / sizeof(arr[0]);
    int max = find_max_element(arr, size);
    printf("Maximum element in the array: %d\n", max);
    return 0;
}
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Output:

Maximum element in the array: 9

Problem 7:

Find the second largest element in an array.

#include <stdio.h>

int findSecondLargest(int arr[], int size) {
    int largest = arr[0];
    int secondLargest = arr[0];

    for (int i = 1; i < size; i++) {
        if (arr[i] > largest) {
            secondLargest = largest;
            largest = arr[i];
        } else if (arr[i] > secondLargest && arr[i] < largest) {
            secondLargest = arr[i];
        }
    }

    return secondLargest;
}

int main() {
    int arr[] = {5, 9, 3, 1, 8};
    int size = sizeof(arr) / sizeof(arr[0]);
    int secondLargest = findSecondLargest(arr, size);
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    printf("Second largest element in the array: %d\n",
secondLargest);
    return 0;
}

Output:

Second largest element in the array: 8

Problem 8:

Calculate the average of all elements in an array.

#include <stdio.h>

float calculateAverage(int arr[], int size) {
    int sum = 0;

    for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
        sum += arr[i];
    }

    return (float)sum / size;
}

int main() {
    int arr[] = {5, 9, 3, 1, 8};
    int size = sizeof(arr) / sizeof(arr[0]);
    float average = calculateAverage(arr, size);
    printf("Average of all elements in the array: %.2f\n", average);
    return 0;
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}

Note: In C, the sizeof() operator is used to determine the size, in bytes, of a type or an object.
When used with an array, sizeof() returns the total size of the array in bytes.

Output:

Average of all elements in the array: 5.20

Problem 9:

Given an array arr of size n, write a C program to find the sum of all elements present at
even index positions.

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int arr[] = {2, 7, 3, 9, 4, 8, 6};
    int n = sizeof(arr) / sizeof(arr[0]);
    int sum = 0;

    for (int i = 0; i < n; i += 2) {
        sum += arr[i];
    }

    printf("Sum of elements at even index positions: %d\n", sum);

    return 0;
}
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Explanation:
In this program, we initialize an array arr with the given values. We calculate the size of the
array n by dividing the total size of the array by the size of a single element. We then
initialize a variable sum to store the sum of the elements at even index positions. We iterate
through the array using a for loop, starting from index 0 and incrementing i by 2 in each
iteration to access only the even index positions. We add the element at the current index to
the sum variable. Finally, we print the sum of the elements at even index positions.

Output:

Sum of elements at even index positions: 15

Problem 10:

Calculate the percentage of marks.

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    int marks[] = {85, 92, 78, 90, 88};
    int totalSubjects = sizeof(marks) / sizeof(marks[0]);
    int totalMarks = 0;

    // Calculate total marks
    for (int i = 0; i < totalSubjects; i++) {
        totalMarks += marks[i];
    }
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    // Calculate percentage
    float percentage = (float)totalMarks / totalSubjects;

    printf("Total marks: %d\n", totalMarks);
    printf("Percentage: %.2f%%\n", percentage);

    return 0;
}

Explanation:

In this program, we have an array marks that stores the marks obtained in different subjects.
The variable totalSubjects is used to calculate the total number of subjects by dividing the
total size of the array by the size of a single element.

We initialize totalMarks to 0 and then use a loop to iterate through the array and add up all
the marks to calculate the total marks.

Next, we calculate the percentage by dividing the total marks by the total number of
subjects. The result is stored in the variable percentage.

Finally, we use printf to display the total marks and the calculated percentage. The .2f in the
format specifier ensures that the percentage is displayed with two decimal places, and the %
is escaped with %% to display it as a literal percentage symbol.

When you run the program, it will output the total marks and the percentage of marks
obtained based on the array values.

Output:
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Total marks: 433
Percentage: 86.60%
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